
SAVING THE WHALES SAVING THE OCEAN

Sea Shepherd Conservation Society (SSCS) is an international non-profit, marine wildlife conservation organization.

Save the whales, save the world. Will it be enough? As the base of the marine food web, phytoplankton is a
key component in sustaining fish stocks and as they take in C02, phytoplankton sequester hundreds of
thousands of tons of carbon each year, helping to fight climate change. Offering positive opportunities for
students keeps them engaged and allows them to see how they can make a difference in their community.
Common clams are smaller than ever-quite literally disappearing before our eyes-and humans, too, will suffer
from that loss. But 6 of the 13 great whale species including the immense blue whale are still classed as
endangered or vulnerable. Their future is our future. Save the Whale, Save the Southern Ocean Posted on 21
June The Southern Ocean is critical to ensuring the recovery and viability of the great whale populations in the
southern hemisphere. We need phytoplankton and phytoplankton need whales! Are you with us? The Paris
Agreement paved the way to a more sustainable future for the planet and especially its oceans. Japan, Iceland,
and Norway all continue to hunt whales while the authorities turn a blind eye to the slaughter. Pollutants,
including used motor oil, antifreeze, detergents, litter, paint, pesticides, pet waste, and copper, are flushed off
streets and into storm drains which lead straight into rivers, creeks, and the oceans. A protein found in a
common clam shell has been shown to cure cancers. As a result of climate change, the world's oceans are
already warming to the point where they can no longer absorb our pollution, meaning efforts to cut carbon
emissions will have to go far beyond the levels laid out by the Paris Agreement if we are to avoid the most
catastrophic impacts. This nine-month hands-on opportunity allows students to see how human activities on
land caused by pollution can enter creeks and streams and flow to the ocean. Countless marine mammals were
saved from death and injury including endangered whales, dolphins, and seals. Whale poop fertilizes
microscopic plants called phytoplankton. Honestly, I'm shocked I don't already have one of those classic "
save the whales " screen tees I should really just get one. Find out how to support Sea Shepherd here. Save the
whale, save the planet, save ourselves. How We Can Save the Whales The environmental community must
continue to fight on all levels to end the slaughter. Whaling was rampant for so long that many species may
never recover. Since , the Save The Whales BWET Program has been taking students out in the natural
environment to observe their local watershed, take water quality data and use scientific intstruments. They
checked their egos and agendas at the beach and dove in, quite literally, to save a creature in dire need. EIN:
Contact Us. Please join our letter-writing campaign to government officials and request that sanctions be
placed against offending nations. While many celebrated that day, the challenges JJ overcame were nothing
compared to the threats she and her entire grey whale species now face 20 years later. Give a voice to whales
and dolphins when advising policy makers locally, regionally and globally. American Cetacean Society
Apparently known for being "the first whale, dolphin, and porpoise conservation group in the world," the
American Cetacean Society runs solely on volunteers, so they're a solid group to offer some support to.


